INTRODUCTION
============

As the prevalence of oligonucleotide microarray-based detection methods increases, it becomes more important to have *in silico* methods to design, test and improve the analysis of assays. Microarrays have allowed for the development of new types of multiplex assays. These are potentially more efficient than multiple separate tests in terms of cost, required sample volumes, reagents and assay time. The savings of running such an assay are, however, balanced by the initial development, design and validation which become more complex, costly and time consuming. Accurate simulation models using available genetic sequence information for microorganisms can potentially minimize costs and development time for these highly multiplexed assays. Such models are used to solve *in silico* the global design problem that all oligonucleotide probe-based assays face: the selection of probes that are specific to an organism that will also detect all variants of that organism.

Solving this problem *in silico* is difficult because a variety of potential interactions between a sample sequence and a probe must be compared in order to select the optimal probes. Thus, simple predictive models are preferred for use in solving this design problem. Predictive models have been successfully developed for use in probe design for low-density oligonucleotide microarrays ([@B1], [@B2]) as well as PCR ([@B3; @B4; @B5; @B6]). These techniques use similar detection principles but require separate specifically tailored models.

Among microarray-based technologies, high-density resequencing microarrays demonstrated unique capabilities in testing for multiple pathogens, including co-infections, and in performing detailed discrimination of closely related pathogens and/or tracking genetic variations in pathogens ([@B7], [@B8]). Unfortunately, no simple predictive model for use in microarray design has been developed to facilitate application of high-density resequencing microarrays to detection of multiple pathogens. Design methods that exist for the original uses of resequencing microarrays are not appropriate for this application because those methods are geared for selecting large or nearly complete sequence selections from a single organism ([@B9]). Also, models developed for low-density microarrays cannot be used for designing high-density resequencing microarrays because probes are used in very different ways on the two types of array. For low-density microarray methods, the fluorescence intensity of a probe identifies the presence of a target when a specified threshold value is met. This event only 'inferentially' determines the identity of bases using the assumption that observing a certain level of fluorescent signal could only be the result of a target that is a perfect match of all bases of the probe ([@B10]). In contrast, a resequencing microarray uses a probe set consisting of four (or eight if antisense included) short probes to represent a portion of desired sequence and the possible base substitutions (but not deletions or insertions) of the center nucleotide position. This information, confirmed in both the sense and antisense directions, is used in a likelihood model to determine that a particular base is present. Confidence levels are determined by user-defined thresholds. The use of a large number of overlapping probe sets allows 'direct' determination of the identity of each base of target nucleotide sequence. The series of probe sets will resequence every base of the sequence used to generate them and allow at least partial resequencing of similar sequences thereby detecting organism variants as well.

Low-density oligonucleotide microarray design algorithms illustrate a good approach to modeling for the design problem. Sufficiently accurate predictions are achieved in these models through evaluation of the number of base matches between the target or background sequence and the probe and verification that the melting temperature calculated by GC versus AT content falls within a certain range ([@B1], [@B2]). The threshold number of matches and GC content needed to obtain sufficient specificity are determined empirically for a particular assay. Several other factors impacting signal intensity are sometimes incorporated into the models if the increase in calculations is not great (i.e. probe attachment to the surface, dimer formation between the fragments or loop formation resulting from the base content of the fragments). More detailed thermodynamic models have been developed that will predict the signal intensity but only at the cost of increased computation time, making them less appropriate for use in design problems ([@B11; @B12; @B13; @B14; @B15]).

This article describes a simple model applicable to the design of resequencing microarrays for multiple organism detection. The model predicts the base calls that will occur between one or more sequences and a group of other sequence(s) considered to be on a microarray. The design of optimal microarrays for multiple organism detection is dependent on the availability of this predictive model. It is found that the general approach employed for modeling other types of microarrays can be adapted for resequencing microarrays; however, thermodynamic information has been incorporated more explicitly to better account for variations among individual probes without adversely affecting computation speed.

METHODS
=======

Amplification, hybridization and sequence determination
-------------------------------------------------------

The details regarding design of the Respiratory Pathogen Microarray v.1 (RPM v.1) and experimental methods have been discussed in previous work ([@B7], [@B8], [@B16], [@B17]). Partial sequences from the genes containing diagnostic regions were tiled for the detection of common respiratory pathogens. The test of primers and influenza A H3N2 California-like lineage samples were evaluated using a different multiplex protocol ([@B17]). The remaining influenza samples used a random protocol ([@B8]). In this study, GCOS™ software v1.3 (Affymetrix Inc., Santa Clara, CA) was used to determine the intensities of the probes and base calls were made using GDAS v3.0.2.8 software (Affymetrix Inc., Santa Clara, CA). It should be noted that all experimental protocols used GDAS parameters setting such that, in clinical samples, only organisms that had been amplified by the multiplex mix would be present in sufficient quantities to cause base-calling events. The random protocols were applied to isolates of the particular organisms, not original clinical samples, and employed the same GDAS settings.

Model algorithm
---------------

Base calls on a resequencing microarray were modeled by assuming that, when a probe and a sample sequence have *m* contiguous, complementary bases including the central base, a large observable hybridization signal would occur only with the probe that matches exactly and not any of the other probes of a set. It was assumed that the bases must be contiguous in a fragment to produce a strong signal, so fragments of length *m* containing a mismatch were considered to produce no signal. Furthermore, any fragment that contained more than *m* contiguous bases was assumed to perform in the same fashion as a fragment of length *m*. This means the model only needed to consider fragments of length *m* to predict what base calls were likely to occur. This simple model predicted base calls with minimal computational requirements. Because stretches of \<13 base matches were not expected to produce base-call events experimentally, time was not spent on the development of an algorithm that could test these shorter lengths. This eliminated the need to consider the nonspecific binding of segments shorter than 13 bases. [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} presents an example of base-call results generated using the model with different values of *m* (from 23 to 13). A section of human adenovirus (Ad) serotype 4 *hexon* gene was used as the sequence for generating the probe sets and an Ad serotype 5 *hexon* sequence with deliberate base changes was used as the sample sequence. The changes were made so that specific base-call behaviors would be demonstrated in the example. Figure 1.A sequence used to make probe sets, reference sequence and a sample sequence are shown with an asterisk above the bases that match in prototype (generates probe sets) and sample sequences. Also shown are the reassembled model base-call results for each probe set for different values of *m*. Region A has 20 contiguous bases matching between sample sequence and reference sequence resulting in only N calls when *m* is \>20. The longer region B has probe sets that make base calls up to *m* = 23. For each region, an increase of one or two in *m* results in one or two base calls at each edge to ceasing to make base calls. This occurs because it is no longer a fragment with sufficient matches. Region C has two contiguous regions of 9 and 12 bases with an SNP in between. One probe of the SNP set has 22 bases that match in the sample but no other probe in the region has more than 12 bases matching, therefore, all values of *m* return an N call.

The modeling algorithm consisted of generating the microarray probe sets based on a specific sequence, hereafter referred to as the prototype sequence, and then comparing potential binding fragments generated from a second 'sample' sequence with these probe sets. The prototype sequence was used to generate overlapping sets of four probes (i.e. for a sequence of *L* bases, *L*-24 probe sets are produced). The probes of a set were each 25-bases long and differed at the central base. One probe of each set generated exactly matched the prototype sequence. This represents what would actually be located on an experimental microarray. For a sample sequence, overlapping fragments that were *m* bases long were generated (i.e. for a sequence of *K* bases, at most *K − m* + 1 unique fragments could be produced). The fragments produced experimentally are normally longer than this (average of 100 bases) and in many cases have more than *m* bases that match a probe. It was a basic assumption of this model that this would not affect the observed call rates of a base location.

Once the microarray probes and sample fragments were generated, each probe of every probe set was tested against all the fragments from the sample sequence to determine if a perfect complement match occurs. Probes having a match were noted. More than one sample fragment could match the same probe, but this had no impact on the model results. The ability of a probe set to produce a base call was evaluated by considering the results of its probes. If only one probe of the set had a match in the sample sequence, a base call was assigned for the probe set and the next probe set was examined. An ambiguous base identity, N, was assigned when none of the sample fragments were a match to any member of the probe set. If more than one probe of a set had a match, an N was also assigned. After all probe sets were tested, the base calls (A, C, T, G or N) from each probe set were reassembled into a sequence.

Initial evaluation of the model prompted a further refinement in cases where two or more probes of a probe set hybridized with fragments of the target sequence. Each of the fragments meeting this initial criteria were lengthened by adding to the fragment the next base from the original sample sequence in the 5′--3′ direction. This lengthened fragment was then compared to the relevant probes. The lengthening process was repeated until a mismatch occurred or the end of the probe was reached. The resulting fragment lengths needed to produce a mismatch were compared and, if one was longer, then the base corresponding to that probe was assigned. Otherwise, N was still assigned.

Final model algorithm
---------------------

The trend in the binding frequencies obtained experimentally indicated that the Δ*G* of the probe was important in determining if there would be a significant chance of producing a base call. The model was modified so that the unique fragments were generated based on Δ*G* rather than length. The Δ*G* value for each of the fragments (with *m* = 13) generated from the sample was calculated. Each fragment with a free energy difference below the cutoff (--14.5 kcal/mol) was used as is. For each fragment above the cutoff free energy difference, the length of the fragment was increased until its energy was below the cutoff or it reached the length of a probe (25 bases). The resulting list of fragments was then compared against every probe set as mentioned. In addition, the experimental results also suggested that fragment lengths shorter than 13 bases may produce hybridization with a reasonably high frequency if the free energy difference is above the cutoff. This was not considered for this model as it would require a significantly more time-consuming algorithm to implement and the short oligomer data used to calibrate the model contained no binding events of lengths shorter than 13 bases.

RESULTS
=======

Initial model
-------------

An initial comparison of model predictions generated at different values of *m* (13 to 25) to experimental data showed that smaller values of *m* in the model predicted more of the bases that were observed experimentally on a microarray. The model also disagreed with experimental results in that it consistently predicted single N calls in local regions of sequence where all other bases were predicted to produce calls (data not shown). These single disagreements in regions of otherwise good agreement suggested an improvement to modeling accuracy was required. Careful examination of the model found that a large number of these cases were related to the hybridization of different target fragments to two probes within a single set. In order to consistently produce experimental base calls under these circumstances, the interaction of one fragment with the corresponding probe must be much stronger than that of the other fragment--probe pair. The algorithm was modified so that, when two probes of a set hybridized to fragments of length *m* from the target sequence, additional comparisons were made to provide accurate reflection of the real hybridization event. The optimal value of *m* to be used as a fixed threshold parameter in the model was still difficult to determine as some base calls in experimental data were due to only 13 contiguous bases matching. It was considered worthwhile to examine available data that allowed a more careful comparison based on thermodynamic parameters.

Short oligonucleotide hybridization to microarrays
--------------------------------------------------

It was possible to study the hybridization and base-calling behavior of a number of fixed length oligomers (16 to 27 bases) from RPM v.1 experiments, which used a multiplex of specific primers for amplification. These primers matched portions of the sequences placed on the microarray, allowing for the study of well-characterized hybridization events in which the oligonucleotide base sequence, length and concentration were known. The data were collected from chips run with two multiplex mixtures, one containing 117 primers (777 experiments) and the other (906 experiments) consisting of 66 primers that were a subset of the 117-primer mixture. Primers that have been incorporated into amplicons were excluded from analysis as they no longer represented well-characterized hybridization events. There were 2495 distinct probe sets on the microarray having 13 to 25 contiguous bases that were a match to one of the primers. [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} shows the number of unique primer-probe matches versus the number of contiguous bases involved in the match. The figure shows that the number of different pairs fell off sharply at the longer lengths and reflected the fact that few variations in base composition were represented. This impacted the averages computed at these lengths and introduced greater uncertainty in how well they represented the average performance of all potential base compositions. [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} also shows the number of data points used from the experiments at each length. These matched closely but not perfectly because some segments from individual experiments were excluded from the analysis due to the incorporation of these primers into amplicons. Figure 2.The number of unique primer-probe pairs plotted versus the number of contiguous bases that match between primer and probe (diamond). The figure also shows the number of data points available from experiments for each length (circle). Note that the numbers of data points are in some cases less than the maximum possible due to exclusion of primers that amplified an organism for a particular experiment.

[Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}A shows the average frequency of an unambiguous base call versus the number of contiguous bases that matched between the primer and probe. The first data point had a frequency of 33% indicating that one time in three a DNA fragment that matched 13 of the 25 bases in a probe was able to bind specifically and strongly enough to generate a unique base call. As the number of contiguous bases that matched between probe and primer increased, an increasing frequency in base calls was observed reaching 50% or more by 16. At the highest numbers of contiguous base matches, the data showed greater variability. The variations were probably due to fewer unique primer-probe matches being represented in the data at these lengths. The difference in base call frequency was largest between 13 and 14 bases. [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}B and C show the behavior of Δ*G* (as calculated by the nn model) ([@B18], [@B19]) and the mean fluorescence intensity versus the number of contiguous bases matching between primer and probe. The rate of increase in base-call frequency correlated much more closely with Δ*G* than with the mean intensity. Although the correlation with Δ*G* was strong, it was not perfect. This reflects the impact of other events such as dimer formation and self-looping. Figure 3.Shown in Panel (**A**) is the behavior of the average frequency of resolved base calls as related to the number of contiguous bases that match between primer and probe. The average predicted --Δ*G* in Panel (**B**) and the mean fluorescence intensity in Panel (**C**) are also plotted versus the number of contiguous bases that match between primer and probe.

In order to provide a clear picture of the influence of primer composition, [Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} presents data from [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}A with the primer data regrouped based on Δ*G* (as calculated by the nn model) ([@B18], [@B19]). Some of these groups had very few samples and may not be representative of the average behavior of a larger sampling of primer-probe pairs (indicated by open rather than filled symbols). A trend was observed in the available data. As Δ*G* decreased, the frequency of base calls increased irrespective of the number of contiguous bases that matched between primer and probe. The figure also shows that a high base-call frequency was possible for many different numbers of matching contiguous bases between primer and probe (25 bases). Binning the primer-probe matches showed that the frequency of base calls on the array for lengths of 13 and 14 bases with Δ*G* \> --13 kcal/mol was very low. There were, however, other fragments at these lengths that showed significant hybridization. Irrespective of length, primers with Δ*G* \<--16 kcal/mol have, on average, a 50% or greater chance of hybridizing and producing a base call. Figure 4.The frequency of resolved base calls from primers plotted versus the number of contiguous bases that match between primer and probe. The data has been grouped based on Δ*G* as follows: asterisk; Δ*G* \> --13, black square; Δ*G* = --14.5 ± 1.5, blue diamond; Δ*G* = --17.5 ± 1.5, green triangle; Δ*G* = --20.5 ± 1.5, inverted violet triangle; Δ*G* = --23.5 ± 1.5, red circle; Δ*G* \< --25. Open symbols indicate bin with fewer than 12 000 data points.

Evaluation of the model performance
-----------------------------------

In order to evaluate the performance of the model, predictions of the model were compared to results for two different cases.

### Case 1: predicting primer interference

The first test case looked at base calls in 42 microarray experiments with a blank sample (no nucleic acids added) using a new primer set designed for improved sensitivity and minimized primer interactions with the RPM.v1 microarray. Since the primers were still present, they were treated as a collection of sample sequences and evaluated using the model against every probe in place on the microarray. The model accurately predicted the base calls occurring in the experiments for primers that matched portions of the probes. While some overlap of primer sequences with probes near either the 5′ or 3′ ends of the target region was still expected, both experimental results and modeling predictions agreed on unexpected base calls within interior sequences that were not associated with a given primer. Further investigation revealed that most of these unexpected interior base calls were caused by primers designed for sequences of closely related organisms. For example, the Ad4 *E1A* gene sequence had 19 of 20 predicted bases called 97% of the time. This sequence was located 393 bases from the beginning of a 1200-base long target sequence (not a primer location). This region matched a primer for the Ad7 *E1A* gene sequence placed on the microarray. Similar agreement was seen for the other regions predicted by the model.

### Case2: model predictions for long sequences

After successful demonstration of model accuracy for short fragments, predictions for entire target sequences were examined. Only samples for which conventional sequencing data and microarray results were available could be considered, as conventional sequencing data was required for model input. Modeling results were compared to microarray results for four data groupings ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}): influenza A/H3N2 Fujian-like lineage, influenza A/H3N2 California-like lineage, influenza B Yamagata/16/88 lineage and influenza B Victoria/2/87 lineage. Samples were grouped together based on comparison of their conventional sequencing. These groups allowed base-call frequencies to be computed from single chip experiments using clinical samples. The Fujian-like lineage samples were most similar to the sequence used to generate the probe sets on the microarray (1.3% difference). For these samples, a resolved base call on the microarray always agreed with the conventional sequencing base call. The average differences of the other groupings were larger, increasing from 1.5% in the case of the influenza A/H3N2 California-like lineage samples to 3.7% for the influenza B Yamagata/16/88 lineage samples and, finally, 9.8% for the influenza B Victoria/2/87 lineage samples. These three groups also differed from the Fujian-like lineage samples in that some base identifications made by the microarray disagreed with conventional sequencing. The influenza B samples were evaluated using the same experimental protocol as the influenza A/H3N2 Fujian-like lineage and yielded 1 (Yamagata lineage) and 4 (Victoria lineage) base-call disagreements. These base calls occurred in local regions with a large number of N calls. The model predicted N base calls for these locations. Table 1.Summary of average model and experimental microarray results for influenza *hemagglutinin* gene that could be placed in separate groups based on lineageSample setTileResolved base callsNumber of SNPsNumber of N callsInfluenzaArrayModelConvModelArrayModel onlyArray onlyModel and arrayA Fujian-like lineage ([@B12])[\*](#TF1){ref-type="table-fn"}77085.4 ± 3.696.7 ± 0.0129.8 1.3%9.2 1.2%9.2(0)[^a^](#TF2){ref-type="table-fn"}8.894.914.6A California-like lineage ([@B12])[\*](#TF1){ref-type="table-fn"}77092.2 ± 7.895.3 ± 0.01311.9 1.5%11.6 1.5%10.7([@B1])[^a^](#TF2){ref-type="table-fn"}15.338.721.5B Yamagata lineage ([@B8])[\*](#TF1){ref-type="table-fn"}66077.5 ± 3.786.8 ± 0.01124.5 3.7%17.6 2.7%12.2([@B1])[^a^](#TF2){ref-type="table-fn"}26.487.261B Victoria Lineage ([@B4])[\*](#TF1){ref-type="table-fn"}66047.7 ± 3.951.4 ± 0.00765.2 9.9%39.2 5.9%31.2([@B4])[^a^](#TF2){ref-type="table-fn"}70.294.2251[^1][^2]

In the influenza A/H3N2 Fujian-like samples, the average base-call rate for the experiments was 85% while the model predictions averaged 97%. While the model predicted an average of 9.2 single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) would be resolved for the Fujian-like lineage group, only 6.3 SNPs were observed on average in the experiments. On average 666.4 calls of A, C, G, T or N made in the model and microarray agreed. The discrepancies could be grouped as cases in which the experiments made base calls where the model predicted a call of N, on average 8.8 bases, or cases in which the experiments made N calls and the model made a base call, on average 94.9 bases.

In order to better understand the discrepancy in the number of experimental N calls versus those that were predicted, two types of regions were defined for a specific isolate A/Nepal/1727/2004 (Fujian-like lineage). One type of region selected was near SNPs (within 12 bases on either side) and the other was away from SNPs. This particular isolate has eight SNPs according to conventional sequencing. Base-call rates of 97.4% were obtained for the model and 88.4% for the microarray. [Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"} reports on the base calls made in the regions near SNPs. Two SNPs, location 299 and 596, were not identified on the microarray. These were located near SNPs that were identified. In total, 46 N calls were closely related with near SNP regions while 29 N calls were observed in the regions away from SNP. The later of these were distributed uniformly and were surrounded by resolved base calls. For all Fujian-like lineage samples, a similar rate of isolated base calls in region away from SNPs occurred. The locations appeared to be random and to reflect variations in assay procedure, which the model was not intended to predict. Similar behavior was observed in all of the samples in regions with a large number of base calls. Table 2.Location of SNP for influenza A strain compared to sequence (FluAHA3) used to generate microarray probe setsLocationTarget baseActual baseN calls in local region (chip)N calls in local region (model)299[^a^](#TF3){ref-type="table-fn"}GA101313GA81352AC108393AT23483GA50593GA83596[^a^](#TF3){ref-type="table-fn"}TC83698CA34[^3]

At higher SNP rates (more differences between the sample sequence and the microarray sequence), there were three local regions that could be identified with characteristics not occurring in the Fujian-like lineage samples. [Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"} shows a section from an influenza B sample that differed on average by 10% and contained examples of these three regions. The first region consisted of long stretches of N calls that were correctly predicted by the model. These corresponded to regions with a local SNP rate that was high enough to disrupt all base-call production. The B regions of [Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"} represented scattered base calls in a region of predicted N calls. These areas represented local SNP rates slightly higher than one SNP per 25 bases and were also found in sample sets having 4% or more variation. The C region in [Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"} was similar to region B except that base calls varied more widely between experiment and model. This region was only observed in samples with 10% variation from the sequence on the microarray. Figure 5.The sequences for the influenza B strain (FluBHA) used to generate microarray probe sets are shown. Also presented are the conventional sequencing results from an influenza B Victoria lineage sample, the results obtained using the same sample for RPM v.1 microarray analysis, and the model prediction based on the conventional sequence. Region A represents a section sequence where SNPs are very far apart or close together. In this region, the model and microarray data are in good agreement. Region B sequences have SNPs with an intermediate frequency and the agreement between model and experiment is reduced. Region C is similar to B although the number of observed base calls observed is higher.

The model prediction was not consistently accurate across the entire sequence for higher SNP rates, but this is not the measure of accuracy relevant to a predictive model used in resequencing microarray design. Our analysis program for organism identification, CIBSI V2.0, does not utilize all base calls across a sequence but rather only local regions that have a high number of base calls ([@B9]). Thus, the test of whether or not the model has adequate accuracy is to use the analysis program for organism identification. If the same correct identification of the organism occurs using experimental- or model-predicted base calls, acceptable accuracy has been obtained. We found that using the experimental results and model predictions as input into the analysis program produced the same identifications in all cases. In general, the analysis program uses the local regions of the sequence that have the fewest SNPs where the model accuracy is high. C-type regions are occasionally employed as well.

In this study, we found that base calls correlated more strongly with Δ*G* than with mean fluorescence intensity when probes were grouped based on nucleotide base content. This is contrary to previous work ([@B10]). The mean fluorescence intensities of the probes in this study were plotted versus the number of bases (A, G, C or T) in order to provide direct comparison to the previous work. This data confirmed the presence of a different trend for the mean fluorescence intensity versus base content ([Figure 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). It was not entirely clear why this different behavior was observed and it was difficult to attribute this to a single reason when many differences exist in the assay methods. One potential cause of the differences was that the primers represent the binding behavior of short fragments (no more than 30 bases) while in real samples the average fragment is closer to 100 bases. However, when binding intensities on probes for influenza samples were examined, the trends with G content were similar to the short oligomer behavior and not that of the previous work (data not shown). Figure 6.The mean fluorescence intensity plotted versus the number of bases of a particular type in a primer-probe match T (circle), G (square), C (diamond) and A (triangle). These data do not account for the length of the matching sequence.

DISCUSSION
==========

The examination of a large collection of resequencing microarray probe sets using well-defined short oligomer probes has helped define an *in silico* model and clearly demonstrated that fragments as short as 13 bases will produce calls when predicted Δ*G* is sufficiently low. The simple model for predicting hybridization patterns developed in this study shows good agreement with observed experimental results for short oligonucleotide primers. The model also shows good concordance in the overall percentage of base calls predicted versus experimental results in samples that differ from the sequence used on the microarray from 1% to 4%. It has a slightly better agreement when these differences increase to ∼10%. Using overall base-call percentage as an indicator of model performance in this way is misleading. In fact, in certain regions the inaccuracy of the model increased monotonically as the degree of variation increased. These regions are not used in the current analysis scheme and, therefore, do not impact the effectiveness of the model. The accuracy of the model in regions of low SNP rates remains good at any level of variation. The data used for development of this model demonstrates how resequencing microarrays make accurate individual base calls even as the sequence being detected diverges from the sequence used to generate the probe sets. Testing of the primers demonstrated that it is difficult to eliminate all potential cross-hybridization of primers with the probe sets placed on the microarray when considering highly multiplexed systems. Because probe-target hybridization on the microarray can be predicted, however, it is straightforward to accurately predict the cross-hybridization effects and filter out these regions from further analysis.

The shortcoming of the model is the inaccuracies that occur near SNP locations, which limits its use in other applications. This is clearly seen by separating N calls of the Fujian-like lineage sample into different regions. Further confirmation is provided by other sample sets with greater difference from the sequence placed on the microarray. The *de novo* sequences and base calls made by the microarray clearly suggest that fragments containing mismatches cause base calls that cannot be predicted by the current model. Unfortunately, the influenza samples neither represent a large collection of cases nor can the binding of fragments be considered well characterized. More data must be obtained before attempting to improve the model. The formation of self-loop structures within the probe lengths themselves is a potential source of N calls. This was investigated as a potential refinement to the model, but self-loops did not account for the N calls in these samples. In fact, this modification caused additional N calls to be predicted in locations that were experimentally resolved (data not shown). Self-loop formation in the actual fragments of the sample or template (average length of 100 bases) may also be a cause of inaccuracy. It was not considered in this study because properly modeling long-target interaction with large numbers of overlapping probes is a complex problem that would greatly increase computation time. More detailed thermodynamic modeling may provide insights into these issues.

Given the pathogen of interest and the probe set from a particular sequence, the current model can be used to predict whether sufficient base calls will occur to result in the organism being correctly identified by the analysis program, CIBSI V2.0 ([@B9]). This predictive model has the features required to design new multi-organism detection microarrays and to find the optimal number of sequences needed to meet the detection goals of a particular design. Because the algorithm was kept simple the solution is reached rapidly. This leads to considerable savings in the design process. An accurate predictive model is not the only consideration for the design process but, for the sake of brevity, other issues were not discussed in this article. Our current efforts focusing on a design paradigm for resequencing arrays that incorporates this model will be discussed in more detail in a separate manuscript. Also of interest is the improvement of shortcomings in the model that may lead to optimizations in the detection analysis algorithm (CIBSI V2.0). The goal here is either greater sensitivity or reduction in the number of probes required for detection of organisms.
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[^1]: \*Numbers in parenthesis are the number of samples used for analysis.

[^2]: ^a^Numbers in parenthesis are the number of disagreements with respect to conventional results.
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